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ABSTRACT: Injection of colloids and suspensions in natural reservoirs with particle capture results in well injectivity decline.
However, some initial improvement in injectivity was observed during waterflooding of oilfields and explained by increasing
mobility of two-phase fluid during the displacement of more viscous oil by water. We derive an analytical model for axi-
symmetric two-phase flow with simultaneous deep bed filtration of injected particles, formation of external filter cake, and its
stabilization due to particle dislodgement. The explicit formula for dimensionless pressure drawdown (impedance) yields the
type curve for impedance history. It is shown that the initial injectivity increase, induced by varying two-phase mobility, adds
three degrees of freedom to one-phase impedance growth model. This additional information is used for tuning the models with
the Corey relative permeability and the pseudo-relative permeability under the viscous-dominant displacement. Treatment of the
data from three synthetic cases results in good agreement with the initial data, validating the developed model adjustment
method. Three field case data have been considered. Good agreement between the field and modeling data along with common
values of the obtained constants validate the developed analytical model for injectivity decline during waterflooding and its
adjustment method.

1. INTRODUCTION
Decline of well injectivity has been widely observed during
fresh water storage in aquifers, injection of seawater, produced
water, or any poor quality water into oilfields during
waterflooding, injection of solvents and polymers in oil and
gas-condensate reservoirs, disposal of produced water in
aquifers, cold water injection in geothermal fields, geo
sequestration of CO2 in aquifers, and industrial wastes disposal
in subterranean reservoirs.1−9 The main physics mechanisms of
the injectivity decline are capture of the particles from injected
water yielding the permeability reduction (so-called deep bed
filtration) and formation of low permeability external filter cake
on the well wall causing further increase of the well hydraulic
resistance. The above processes constitute the traditional
research topics in chemical engineering. Figure 1a shows
capture of injected particles in the reservoir and formation of
external filter cake on the well wall. So, the decrease of well
injectivity is determined by the colloidal phenomena of deep
bed filtration in the reservoir rock following the formation of
external filter cake.
Well injectivity is described by the injectivity index, II, which

is the well rate per unit of the pressure drop between the well
and the reservoir. The normalized reciprocal to the well index is
called the impedance6,8
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where p is the pressure and q is the well rate. In the case of
constant rate, J is the dimensionless pressure drop. Growth of
the hydraulic resistance during the injection corresponds to
increasing pressure drop Δp under the constant rate injection
or to decreasing rate under the constant pressure drop

injection. In both cases, the well index decreases and the
impedance J increases.
The mathematical model for deep bed filtration is given by

the classical filtration theory.10−13 The analytical model of well
index decline during deep bed filtration corresponds to exact
solution of one-dimensional axi-symmetric suspension-colloidal
flow with constant filtration coefficient and exhibits linear
impedance growth with time.10,14−16 The schema for one-
dimensional suspended transport with the following external
filter cake formation is shown in Figure 1a. Formation of the
external filter cake can be also described by explicit formulas
that exhibit linear impedance growth under the assumptions of
cake incompressibility and particle deposition layer-by-layer on
the cake surface.14−19 The phenomena of intensive particle
retention with varying filtration coefficient, small particle
filtration via the external filter cake formed by larger particles,
and cake compressibility, cause nonlinear growth of impe-
dance.18,19 The shortcoming of the above models is unlimited
impedance growth, which contradicts field observations.
Stabilization of well injectivity with time is observed in the

majority of published field cases of injectivity decline.14,20,21

The phenomenon is explained by the dislodging of particles
from the cake surface by the drag, gravitational, and lifting
forces exerted on a single particle by the vertical top-down
water flux in the well, while the permeate force consolidates the
cake. The attracting electrostatic force in high salinity water also
consolidates the cake, while it detaches the fines in low salinity
brine. Figure 1b shows the particle on the top of the external
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cake surface, the exerting forces, and their lever arms. The
model for the stabilized injectivity is the torque balance of
attaching and detaching forces. Verifying the model by
comparison with the laboratory and well data, the authors of
ref 22 show that the electrostatic forces can dominate in the
torque balance; another conclusion is that the lever arm is
formed by the attached particle deformation rather than by the
surface asperities.
The combination of three above-mentioned injectivity stages

results in monotone impedance growth with further stabiliza-
tion.
However, in several field cases, it was observed that the

injectivity increases from the very beginning of water
injection.23,24 It was explained by the displacement of higher
viscosity oil by water causing the timely increase of two-phase
fluid mobility around the injection well.16,20 Figure 1a shows
nonuniform displacement of oil by water causing the
commingled flow of two phases at the pore scale. The areal
sweep under two-phase flow at the reservoir scale is also
nonuniform (Figure 2). Figure 3 shows that the retention of the
particles suspended in aqueous phase causes formation damage
to water. The two-phase mobility effect decreases as the
displacement front propagates into the reservoir and the
injectivity decline phenomena of deep bed filtration and
external cake formation take over the injectivity improvement
due to increasing water−oil mobility. However, the model16,20

exhibits unlimited impedance growth that contradicts the well
history observations; also, the additional information on the
initial impedance decrease is not used for improved reservoir
characterization.
The present work derives an analytical model for injectivity

decline with the displacement of oil by injected water during

deep bed filtration, external cake formation, and cake
stabilization stages. Introduction of cake stabilization into the
model yields limited impedance values, resolving the short-

Figure 1. Four stages of injectivity impairment from the beginning of waterflooding: (a) schema of injectivity decline due to deep bed filtration and
external cake formation; (b) stabilization of the external cake by erosion. Schematic for forces Fk, k = e, p, l, d, and g, and levers lm, m = n and d, at the
moment of particle dislodgment.

Figure 2. Schematic of viscous oil displacement by damage-free water
flooding.

Figure 3. Schematic for filling the porous space by oil and aqueous
suspension.
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coming of the above-mentioned models. The type curve for
injectivity decline is obtained from the analytical model. It is
shown that consideration of two-phase displacement resulting
in the initial injectivity increase adds three degrees of freedom
to the traditional one-phase impedance growth model. This
additional information is used for tuning the Corey relative
permeability and the pseudo-relative permeability under the
viscous-dominant displacement. The data for three field cases
have been treated. Good agreement between the field and
modeling data along with common values of the obtained
constants validate the developed analytical model for injectivity
decline during waterflooding and its adjustment method.
The structure of the paper is as follows: The analytical

models for deep bed filtration and external cake formation are
introduced in section 2. It is followed by the brief analysis of
the torque balance as the injectivity stabilization model (section
3). Basic equations for two-phase colloidal-suspension flow
with particle capture and formation damage are derived in
section 4. Section 5 and Appendix A in Supporting Information
present the impedance model for two-phase damage-free
waterflooding as a particular case of the basic equations.
Finally, the analytical model with the consequent separation of
the coupled effects of oil−water mobility and formation damage
are derived in section 6. The explicit analytical formulas allow
investigating the sensitivity of well behavior to different physics
effects (section 7). The history matching procedure developed
in section 8 is applied to the field data treatment of three wells
in section 9. Discussion of the validity of the analytical model
and its wider applications for different suspension−colloidal
processes concludes the paper.

2. IMPEDANCE GROWTH DURING DEEP BED
FILTRATION AND EXTERNAL CAKE BUILD-UP

Following the literature,10,14−17,20,25,26 in the current section,
we briefly describe deep bed filtration of the injected particles
and external filer cake formation on the well wall resulting in
well injectivity decline.
Deep particle penetration into the formation with sub-

sequent permeability damage phenomenon is characterized by
the filtration coefficient λ, which is the particle capture
probability per unit length of its trajectory, and by the
formation damage coefficient β, which is the increase of
reciprocal to permeability per unitary concentration of the
retained particles. The model assumes incompressible injected
suspension, constant injected concentration, monosized particle
suspension, and homogeneous rock. The assumption of low
concentration for the retained particles results in constant
porosity and constant filtration and formation damage
coefficients. Commingled particle capture by attraction and
size exclusion is considered. The analytical model shows that
well impedance grows linearly versus time during the particle
penetration into the reservoir15,27,28
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where tD is dimensionless time expressed in pore volume
injected PVI, re is a typical half-distance between the wells
(drainage radius), ϕ is porosity, h is reservoir thickness, c0 is the

concentration of particles in the injected water, and ei is
exponential integral (see ref 27 for detailed derivations).
It is assumed that at some moment, the retained

concentration reaches the α-th fraction of porosityαϕ. The
fraction α is large enough for remaining not-plugged conductive
pores that are larger than the particles not to form an infinite
cluster.15,17,28 From this transition moment on, the injected
particles do not penetrate into the rock anymore while the
injected carrier water does penetrate. So, the entrance reservoir
cross section starts acting as an ideal filter, allowing water to
pass but holding the particles in the cake. The value of the
corresponding dimensionless transition time is
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The transition time is determined by the critical porosity ratio
α and the filtration coefficient λ.
The external filter cake formation occurs from the transition

moment onward. The cake formation model assumes
incompressibility for both cake and fluid. The analytical
model shows that the cake thickness is proportional to the
amount of injected particles after the transition time15−17,20,28
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which corresponds to the linear impedance growth
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Here, k is the reservoir permeability, kc is the permeability of
external filter cake, and ϕc is the cake porosity.
The impedance during the cake growth can be expressed via

the cake thickness by substitution of eq 4 into eq 5:
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Linear impedance growth during deep bed filtration and
external cake formation is shown in Figure 4 by red lines.

Figure 4. Treatment of first synthetic case (Table 2).
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3. TORQUE BALANCE AND CAKE THICKNESS
STABILIZATION

Following the literature,20−22 in this section, the conditions for
impedance stabilization are briefly described. The stabilization
of well impedance implies that the external filter cake has
reached its maximum thickness. The stabilized thickness of the
external cake is controlled by forces exerting on a single particle
situated on the cake surface: drag (Fd), lifting (Fl), permeate
(Fp), gravitational (Fg), and electrostatic forces (Fe) (Figure
1b). Here, drag force is the tangential viscous Stokes’ force
from the water flow along the wellbore, and permeate force is
the normal viscous Stokes’ force from the water flux into the
formation. The expressions for these forces along with the
detailed references for the values of the constants are presented
in refs 8, 22, and 29.
On the cake surface, the particle attachment and consequent

increase of the cake thickness occurs if torque of the attaching
forces (permeate and electrostatic) exceeds torque of detaching
forces (drag, lifting, and gravitational). The cake thickness
increase results in increase of the hydraulic resistance to flow of
injected water into formation, yielding the decrease of the
permeate velocity and the subsequent decrease in the permeate
force. The increase of the cake thickness leads to the decrease
of the well cross section area increasing the tangential flow
velocity (water flow velocity along the wellbore) and
consequently increasing the drag and lifting forces. Thus,
growth of external cake thickness and of the detaching torque
along with declining of the attached torque occurs until
reaching the torque balance:

+ − = +F F F l F F l( ) ( )p e l n d g d (7)

where ld and ln are detaching and attaching levers, respectively.
The lever arms can be obtained using the Hertz’s particle
deformation theory.12,13,22 Here, the lifting force is negligible if
compared with permeate and electrostatic forces.
After the mechanical equilibrium (eq 7) is reached, the

injected particles are carried with the flow along the wellbore
and accumulate at the bottom of the well.
Substitution of the expressions of forces Fp, Fe, Fd, and Fg

into torque balance equation (eq 7) yields an equation for
stabilized cake thickness hcr
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where rs is a particle radius, Δρ is a density difference between
particle and water, μw is water viscosity, and ω is the drag factor.
Substituting the obtained from eq 8 stabilized cake thickness

hcr into the dynamic impedance expression 6 yields the
stabilized impedance value. Afterward, eq 5 gives the
dimensionless stabilization moment te.
Finally, the impedance during the three above stages of water

injection with particles is described by
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The hydraulic pressure drop between the well and the
reservoir is the total of those across the deep bed penetration
and the cake that act as resistances in series, so the impedance
additivity corresponds to the total of conductivities.
The one-phase-flow model (eq 9) contains four injectivity

damage parameters: filtration coefficient λ, formation damage
coefficient β, filter cake permeability kc, and lever ratio l, which
can be found from well injectivity history (see refs 15−17 and
20 for detailed description of the model adjustment procedure).
Three stages of impedance growth (eq 9) are shown in

Figure 4 by the red line.

4. GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR DISPLACEMENT OF
OIL BY AQUEOUS SUSPENSION

Let us derive basic equations for two-phase flow of oil and
aqueous particle suspension. The detailed derivations of
equations for two-phase particle-free flow can be found in
refs 9 and 30; the system of one-phase suspension transport in
porous media is presented in refs 10−13, 25, and 26. Solid and
liquid particles are suspended in water and are transported by
the velocity of the aqueous phase, so the particle retention in
the rock occurs in pores saturated by water (Figures 1a and 3).
The main assumptions of the model for two-phase flow of oil
and aqueous particle suspension are water (aqueous
suspension) and oil are immiscible; water and oil are
incompressible; the suspended particles are transported by
water; phase permeability for the aqueous suspension decreases
with the particle retaining as a hyperbolic function of retained
concentration; the particle retention rate is proportional to the
advective particle flux with the constant proportionality
(filtration) coefficient; particle dispersion is negligible; small
retained concentration does not change the rock porosity; small
suspended concentration does not change the density of water.
Under the above assumptions, the governing system for one-

dimensional axi-symmetric flow consists of mass conservation
for the aqueous suspension, mass conservation for both
incompressible phases, generalized Darcy’s law for water and
oil, conservation law for suspended and retained particles and
the linear kinetic expression for retaining rate:9,10,25,26,28−33
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Here, s is water saturation, uw and uo are water and oil
velocities, respectively, krw and kro are relative permeability, and
c and σ are suspended and retained particle concentrations.
Introduction of the fractional water flow f in the overall flux

U for water and oil eqs 12 and 13 yields the following
expressions for total mobility Λ and fractional flow f:
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Substituting eqs 16 and 17 into eqs 10−15 results in the
following system:
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Introduction of the following dimensionless parameters and
variables in eqs 18−21
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results in the following four dimensionless equations
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for four unknowns: saturation s(xD,tD), suspended and retained
concentrations C(xD,tD) and S(xD,tD), and pressure P(xD,tD).
Equation 24 separates from the system (eqs 23, 25, and 26);
that is, first the unknown functions s, C, and S are determined
from system (eqs 23, 25, and 26), and then, P is calculated from
eq 24.
The model (eqs 23−26) describes the commingled

phenomena of the displacement of oil by water and the
decline in aqueous phase permeability due to capture of the
injected particles. After the transition time, the displacement is
occurring but the permeability profile remains intact, since no
particles percolate in the reservoir anymore; the cake build-up
occurs. For the case of no particle retention λ = 0, the system
(eqs 23−26) degenerates into Buckley−Leverett system (eqs
23 and 24) of oil displacement by water. For the case where
water saturation is equal to one, the system is reduced to a
single-phase suspension transport with particle retention (eqs
24−26).

5. INJECTIVITY VARIATION DURING DAMAGE-FREE
DISPLACEMENT OF OIL BY WATER

The classical Buckley−Leverett solution for one-dimensional
displacement of oil by water (eq A-2; see the Appendix A,
Supporting Information) allows deriving the explicit expression
for impedance (eq A-4). For M > 1, the impedance formula (eq
A-4) shows the monotone impedance decline from one at the
beginning of injection to 1/M when time tends to infinity. The
reciprocal to the mobility ratio 1/M can be significantly lower
than one for high viscosity oils. Figure 5a shows the impedance

decline during waterflooding for different mobility ratios M = 1,
5, and 30. Relative phase permeability kr(s) for water and oil at
the core scale are described by the Corey formulas9,30
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where swi is the initial water saturation, sor is the residual oil
saturation, krwor is relative permeability for water at s = 1 − sor,
krowi is relative permeability for oil at s = swi, and nw and no are
the powers. The Corey formulas (eq 27) usually describe
concave curves of relative phase permeability; their form is
determined by capillary forces. The mobility ratio M is

Figure 5. Approximation of damage-free impedance with power law
equation: (a) from radial Buckley−Leverett solution with Corey
relative phase permeability; (b) impedance for Buckley−Leverett
solution and its power law approximation in log−log coordinates. The
data for cases 1−5 are presented in Table 1.
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Five impedance waterflood curves JBL(tD) in Figure 5a are
calculated for Corey parameters presented in Table 1.

Elementary volume of two-phase fluid in porous media
during waterflooding is submitted to viscous, capillary, and
gravitational forces. For high rate water injection in thin layer-
cake reservoirs, viscous force dominates over the capillary and
gravitational forces (the exact conditions for viscous dominant
waterflooding in terms of dimensionless parameters can be
found in refs 9, 34−36). In this case, the layers in each cross-
section are filled by the displacing phase in order of decreasing
of their permeability. The relative permeabilities for thin layer-
cake reservoir under viscous domination are given by the
following implicit formulas9,34,37
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where g(k) is the permeability distribution function. Pseudo-
relative permeabilities (eq 29) are convex curves, which are
typical for the reservoir scale; their form is determined by
heterogeneity.
Let us show that for both cases of phase permeability (eqs 27

and 29), the damage-free impedance curve can be approxi-
mated by a three-parametric power law curve
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Three adjustment parameters M, b, and t0 are obtained by
least-squares approximation of the impedance during axi-
symmetric displacement of oil by water. The fitted data are
given by dashed curves for Corey relative permeability in Figure
5a. The values of coefficient of determination R2 in five cases
exceed 0.99, indicating good quality of matching.
For M < 1, the impedance curve increases with time and is

also three-parametric.

Figure 5b shows the time dependency of (JBL − 1/M)/(1 −
1/M) given by eq 30 as plotted in logarithmic coordinates for
the Corey relative phase permeability. The Buckley−Leverett
impedance curves are matched by straight lines with high
accuracy. The above allows concluding that the impedance
curves for damage-free axi-symmetric displacement of oil by
water can be approximated by the three-parametric power-law
dependency (eq 30) with high accuracy. The result will be used
further in section 8 to determine relative permeability from well
injectivity decline history.
In the case of phase permeability for layer-cake reservoir with

log-normal permeability distribution, the power-law approx-
imation (eq 30) for impedance also has high accuracy; the
coefficient of determination R2 exceeds 0.94.
The data set for impedance values during water injection (A-

4, Supporting Information) for relative permeability either eq
27 or eq 29 is three-dimensional; the rank of matrices for three
independent parameters in eq 30 versus numerous impedance
values J(tn), n = 1,2... is equal to three.
The combined effects of impedance decline due to

displacement with further impedance growth due to deep bed
filtration, external cake formation and its stabilization are
described by the analytical model developed in the next section.

6. INJECTIVITY CHANGE DUE TO SIMULTANEOUS
EFFECT OF FORMATION DAMAGE AND
VARIATION OF OIL−WATER MOBILITY

In this section, pressure drop between well and the drainage
radius (A-3, Supporting Information) is calculated for
asymptotic solution of the system (eqs 23−26). Let us separate
the overall pressure drop across the reservoir by two terms: that
between well and the damage zone boundary xD = xd and that
between the boundary xD = xd and the drainage boundary xD =
1:
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Since the radius of formation damage zone rd is just several
times larger than well radius, it is significantly smaller than the
drainage radius. It allows assuming constant saturation s = sor in
the damaged zone. The initial injectivity index is calculated for
oil at the presence of initial water s = swi. The current injectivity
index in the damaged zone is defined for water at the presence
of residual oil. Therefore, the first integral term in eq 31 differs
from one-phase expression eq 9 by multiplier 1/M:
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By definition of the damaged zone radius, the retained
concentration does not affect well index outside the damaged
zone (see ref 27). Accounting for eq A-4, Supporting
Information, the second integral term in eq 31 becomes
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Table 1. Parameters Used to Generate Damage-Free
Impedance JBL(tD) and Fitted Power-Law Exponents for the
Case of Corey Relative Permeability

M = 5 M = 30 M = 1

param. 1 2 3 4 5

krwor 0.15 0.05 0.15 0.05 0.05
krowi 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
μo (cp) 23.33 70 140 420 14
μw (cp) 1 1 1 1 1
no 1.5 2.5 1.5 2.5 1.5
nw 2.5 5 2.5 5 2.5
swi 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
sor 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
M 5.01 5.02 30.09 30.08 1
b −0.932 −0.578 −0.829 −0.597
t0 (PVI) 0.0118 0.0147 0.0043 0.0036
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Substituting eqs 32 and 33 into eq 31 yields the final
expression for impedance
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where te is the cake thickness stabilization time, J(te) = Jcr.
The red line in Figure 4 corresponds to single-phase flow of

particle suspension as calculated by eq 9, the green curve
corresponds to the Buckley−Leverett solution (A-4, Supporting
Information). The overall impedance as calculated by eq 34 is
given by blue curve.
Formula 34 shows that the well impedance variation with

time takes place in three stages: during deep bed filtration (tD <
ttr), during the cake build-up period (ttr < tD < te), and after the
cake thickness stabilization (tD > te). During the deep bed
filtration period, the impedance changes as a result of two
simultaneous mechanisms: the damage-free displacement of
low mobility oil by water and the permeability reduction due to
particle capture. The additive total effect determines the shape
of the well impedance curve before the transition time. During
the cake build-up period, the total well impedance is the sum of
the impedance for damage-free oil displacement (first term),
impedance at transition time due to deep bed filtration (second
term), and impedance due to external filter cake build-up (third
term). The second and third terms remain constant after the
external cake reaches its maximum thickness; the impedance
due to displacement of oil by water continues decreasing slowly
for the case M > 1. The total impedance slowly decreases until
the falling down injected particles fill in the well column below
the perforated intervals (rat hole). Afterward, the dragged down
injected particles fill in well column reducing the column height
and increasing the impedance.
So, the overall impedance curve is significantly non-

monotone. It decreases initially due to displacement of more
viscous oil by water for M > 1; then, it slowly increases due to
deep bed filtration; afterward, it increases sharply due to
external filter cake formation with the following slow decrease
due to oil displacement under the stabilized cake thickness. The
distinguishing type curve for well injectivity including physics
description at each stage of impedance growth is extremely
important during the well history interpretation.
Decoupling of injectivity decline from two-phase flow effects

in the derivation of the analytical model for saturation and
concentration distributions along with the pressure drawdown
(eq 34) is a result of singular asymptotic expansions, where the
small parameter is dimensionless filtration coefficient λre. The
zero value of dimensionless filtration coefficient corresponds to
the outer expansion (A-4, Supporting Information). The inner
coordinate (λr)2 tends to zero as λre tends to zero, so the
impedance history tends to that given by formula 9. Additivity
of two effects in eq 34 is the consequence of independence of
two expansions.
The effects of different formation damage and waterflood

parameters on the type curve are analyzed in the next section.

7. SENSITIVITY STUDY
Figure 6a shows the impact of injectivity damage and varying
two-phase flow mobility on the overall impedance curve; a

close-up for small impedance variations around the initial
unitary value is presented in Figure 6b. Four cases for low and
high injectivity damage as well as low and high mobility ratio M
are discussed. Low damage corresponds to small filtration and
formation damage coefficients and large value of external filter
cake permeability. High damage corresponds to high filtration
and formation damage coefficients and small value of external
filter cake permeability. More specifically, high and low mobility
ratios are M = 20, 3. Low damage parameters are λ = 10 1/m, β
= 50, α = 0.09, kc = 0.1 md, l = 347, k = 1000 md, c0 = 0.5 ppm,
ϕ = 0.3, and ϕc = 0.2. High damage parameters are λ = 50 1/m,
β = 500, α = 0.09, kc = 0.01 md, l = 200, c0 = 0.5 ppm; rock and
cake porosities are the same.
The first curve corresponds to high injectivity damage

parameters and low mobility ratio M. The injectivity improves
1.3 times during short time tD = 0.0001 and then start declining
fast; the initial injectivity value is reached at the moment tD =
0.0011. High damage quickly overcomes the initial injectivity
increase with the displacement of light oil. The case of high
damage and high mobility ratio corresponds to curve 2. From
the beginning of injection, the injectivity index improves 2.1
times at the moment tD = 0.0005. The initial injectivity is
recovered at the moment tD = 0.0048; that is, the initial

Figure 6. Three stages of well impedance growth: (a) sensitivity to
mobility ratio (M) and formation damage parameters; (b) close-up for
small impedance variations. The curves: 1, high injectivity damage and
low mobility ratio; 2, high injectivity damage and high mobility ratio;
3, low injectivity damage and low mobility ratio; 4, low injectivity
damage and high mobility ratio.
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injectivity improvement for heavy oil is higher and occurs
during the longer period.
Curves 3 and 4 correspond to low formation damage cases

with M = 3 for curve 3 andM = 20 for curve 4. The lower is the
damage the higher is the initial injectivity gain and for the
longer time it occurs.

8. HISTORY MATCHING PROCEDURE
The model given by eq 34 along with eqs 2−6 and eq 8 enables
the characterization of deep bed filtration and external cake
formation from well history data along with gaining some
information about phase permeability, eqs 27 and 29. The
injectivity decline model for a single phase flow (eq 9) is four-
parametric; the independent injectivity damage parameters are
the filtration and formation damage coefficients λ, β, cake
permeability kc, and the lever arm ratio l. Following refs 16 and
20, we assume the average value α = 0.09 for the critical
porosity ratio; this value is obtained by treatment of extensive
laboratory data. As it is shown in section 5, two-phase
displacement adds three parameters to the mathematical model
of injectivity declinemobility ratio M, delay time t0, and
power b. Finally, the combined model (eq 34) has seven
independent parameters. They are determined by history
matching of well injectivity data.
The optimization procedure with the least-squares deviation

function

∑ λ β −
λ β =

J k l M b t t Jmin [ ( , , , , , , , ) ]
k l M b t n

N

n n[ , , , , , , ]
1

c 0
2

c 0 (35)

is applied. The reflective trust region algorithm for nonlinear
optimization subject to bounded domains is applied for
solution of the optimization problem (see ref 38). The method
exhibits strong convergence. The calculations are performed by
the software MatLab.39

After determining the waterflood impedance constants M, t0,
and b, the relative permeability parameters are determined. The
data presented in Figure 4 and Table 2 corresponds to Corey
relative phase permeability, which involves six independent
constants; see eq 27. The values of end point saturations swi and
sor along with end point relative permeability for water krwor are
assumed. End point relative permeability for oil for known
mobility ratio M is calculated from eq 28. Corey powers for

water and oil, nw and no are determined to match power
constant b and the delay time t0 in approximation of impedance
decline JBL (eq 30). Three fixed values in second and fourth
columns of Table 2 coincide. Three tuned parameters in second
and fourth columns of Table 2 are in a good agreement. Figure
4 presents the synthetic case, where the continuous impedance
curves J(tD), Jd(tD), and JBL(tD) are calculated from given
constants presented in second column of Table 2. The dashed
curves correspond to the adjusted model; the coefficients are
presented in third and fourth columns of Table 2. The
continuous and dashed curves almost coincide; the coefficient
of determination R2 exceeds 0.99. The low difference between
the initial and matched parameters in the presented synthetic
case is due to high accuracy approximation of the impedance
waterflood curve by the power-law function. Good agreement
validates the proposed model adjustment procedure.
Two other synthetic cases presented in Table 2 also have the

values of the coefficient of determination exceeding 0.99.

9. RESULTS OF WELL DATA TREATMENT
In this section, the analytical model (eq 34) and associated
history matching procedure (eq 35) are applied for treatment
of injectivity data from three wells.
The results of data treatment based on Corey relative

permeability for two wells A and B are presented in Figures 7
and 8 and in Table 3. The details about these field cases are
presented in refs 23 and 24. Raw well data on rate and pressure
drop have been recalculated into the impedance values, shown
as blue points. The seven-parameter minimization (eq 35) has
been applied. The assumed values of end points swi, sor, and krwor
are also given in Table 3. The mobility ratio as obtained by
tuning is used to calculate krowi by formula 28. The powers for
water and oil, no and nw, are determined by least-squares
minimization to match parameters b and t0. The obtained
values of injectivity damage parameters and of Corey
parameters belong to common intervals.8,10,15−17,20 Also, the
matching quality is high: the coefficient of determination R2

exceeds 0.92 for both cases.
Figure 9 and Table 3 show the results of case C data

treatment based on pseudo-relative permeability for viscous
dominant waterflooding in layer cake reservoir with log-normal
permeability distribution.20 The heterogeneity varies from low
to moderate. The facies geometry allows assuming layer-cake

Table 2. Tuned Parameters for Three Synthetic Cases

case 1 case 2 case 3

param. initial data 7 fitted params. Corey params. initial data 7 fitted params. Corey params. initial data 7 fitted params. Corey params.

krwor 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.05
krowi 0.8 0.7850 0.65 0.6499 0.5 0.5102
μo (cp) 10 10 30 30 100 100
μw (cp) 1 1 1 1 1 1
no 1.5 1.518 1.8 1.746 2 1.890
nw 3 3.006 4 4.104 5 5.040
swi 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.15 0.2 0.2
sor 0.3 0.3 0.25 0.25 0.2 0.2
M 2.5 2.547 4.615 4.661 10 9.800
b −0.116 −0.186 −0.129
t0 (PVI) 1e-6 1.085e-5 1.3e-6
β 150 144.9 300 287.4 100 99.2
λ (m−1) 5 4.915 10 9.99 20 21.84
kc (md) 1 0.9890 0.3 0.3117 0.05 0.0515
l 455 455 501 496.3 243.1 243.3
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structure around the injection wells. Log-normal permeability
distribution as obtained from breakage algorithm is typical for
turbidite highly permeable sandstone reservoirs.40 The seven-
parameter minimization (eq 35) and adjustment of impedance
(eq 30) are applied using pseudo-phase permeability (eq 29).

As in two previous cases, high matching quality and common
values of the obtained parameters take place.

10. DISCUSSION
The radius of the injectivity damage zone is significantly smaller
than the drainage radius, allowing assuming the residual oil
saturation in the deep bed filtration well vicinity.27 It yields the
splitting between nonlinear colloidal-suspension phenomena of
deep bed filtration, external filter cake formation, and its
stabilization from the effects of two-phase displacement. The
separation results in the additivity of the well impedance due to
injectivity formation damage and due to varying oil−water
mobility.
The splitting yields the analytical model. The model

adjustment procedure consists of the seven-parameter least-
squares minimization process to find four formation damage
parameters and three parameters to match the Buckley−
Leverett impedance. Three parameters retrieved from the
Buckley−Leverett impedance curve can be used for improved
reservoir characterization. For six-parametric core-scale Corey
relative permeability, the above minimization allows for choice
of three constants with the following fitting of three other
constants. For example, two end point saturations and relative
permeability for water at the presence of residual oil can be

Figure 7. Treatment of water injection field data in well A (USA)
using the seven-parameter optimization for Corey relative perme-
ability.

Figure 8. Treatment of water injection field data in well B (Canada)
using the seven-parameter optimization for Corey relative perme-
ability.

Table 3. Model Adjustment for Three Injection Well Histories

param. A (U.S.A.) B (Canada) C (Brazil)

krwor 0.08 0.1 0.18
krowi 0.7576 0.4329 0.4356
μo (cp) 25 10 5
μw (cp) 0.8 1 1
swi 0.2 0.2 0.2
sor 0.3 0.3 0.3
no 2.39 1.797
nw 4.40 3.48
Cv 0.93
M 3.300 2.310 2.066
b −0.1535 −0.2005 −0.1353
t0 (PVI) 4.005 × 10−5 4.060−5 7.5 × 10−5

β 697 498 173
λ (m−1) 4.23 7.31 0.48
kc (md) 0.0015 0.0570 18.48
l 634 356 231

Figure 9. Treatment of water injection field data in well C (Campus
Basin, Brazil) using the seven-parameter optimization for log-normal
relative permeability.
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fixed, while relative permeability for oil at the presence of
connate water along with two phase powers can be calculated
to match three Buckley−Leverett parameters (eq 30); see the
treatment of synthetic cases in section 8.
Other approaches for the model tuning can be applied

depending on the available coreflood data. For example, assume
that four values of end point saturations and corresponding
relative permeability are known from the fast waterflood test,
and the mobility ratio M is calculated from well data. The
difference between the mobility ratio as obtained from the
history matching and from the core data can be used to
simultaneously change two end point relative permeabilities for
both phases. The adjustment is important since the information
came from different scales. The power b and t0 of the
waterflood impedance (eq 30) can be matched by powers nw
and no.
Another situation for fast end point coreflooding appears

where the displacement has not been carried out long enough
to establish the residual oil saturation. Usually relative
permeability for water is already established while the oil
drops are produced for a very long time. The assumed values
are swi, krowi and krwor; the powers nw and no along with residual
oil saturation sor are the adjustment parameters.
In the case where the unsteady state coreflood has not been

carrying long enough to establish residual oil saturation, the
traditional Welge−JBN method for inverse problem provides
the relative phase permeability for saturations below 1 − sor.

9,30

Therefore, the values swi and krowi are determined with the best
accuracy, the powers nw and no are calculated less accurately
and parameters sor and krwor are unknown. Usually, relative
permeability for water exhibits more clear power law tendency
than that for oil.41 Therefore, three adjustment parameters are
sor, krwor, and power no.
For five-parametric pseudo-phase permeability at the

reservoir scale with log-normal permeability distribution (eq
29), the minimization procedure (eq 35) allows for choice of
two end points with the following fitting of two end point
relative phase permeability and the variance coefficient Cv.
Let us consider the case where oil and water rates along with

pressure drawdown in production well are known for a long
time, where water cut changes from zero up to some high value.
The injectivity damage-free curve (eq 30) can be treated
together with production well data. The parameters of either
model 27 or model 29 can be determined from simultaneous
matching of injection and production data.
The analytical model (eq 34) is developed for injection into

homogeneous reservoir; see basic eqs 10−15. The typical form
of relative permeability for this case is given by Corey formulas
(eq 27). However, the model can be applied for the case of
viscous dominant waterflooding in layer-cake reservoirs, where
the pseudo-relative permeability is given by formulas in eq 29.
The advanced unlimited propagation of the saturation front
occurs in high permeability layers while the front delays in low
permeable layers. Nevertheless, the formation damage zone
during the overall displacement period almost never exceeds
1−2 m even for highly permeable layers, suggesting timely
accumulation of the retained particles near wells.27 The
suspended concentration near to well is steady state even for
layer-cake reservoir. Therefore, the retained concentration
accumulates proportionally to the injected suspension volume,
resulting in linear growth of the impedance (see the detailed
numerical investigation in ref 42). The above supports using
the averaged values of injectivity damage coefficients in close

well vicinity for the layer-cake reservoir, resulting in the
averaged model (eq 34) for layer-cake reservoir submitted to
viscous dominant waterflooding.
The treatment of synthetic cases with full recovery of initial

coefficients validates the proposed tuning procedures.
For M > 1, the competitive effects of two-phase displacement

and of suspension-colloidal injection result in significantly
nonmonotonic typical impedance curve: the impedance decline
at the beginning of injection, moderate growth during deep bed
filtration, intensive growth during external filter cake formation,
and slow decline after cake stabilization. The formulated
impedance type curve is important for well data interpretation.
It allows determining the stage of well impairment and defining
well stimulation procedures.
Ignoring the collective effects of two-phase displacement and

of suspension injection may result in wrong interpretation of
well injectivity history. Let us consider the case where the well
injectivity test shows that after some time of water injection the
injectivity index is equal to the initial index: one may conclude
that the injectivity remains constant during the injection; that
is, the injectivity impairment does not occur. Figure 6b shows
that, on the contrary, fast impedance growth occurs after the
well testing. If at some moment during the displacement of
heavy oil the injectivity index is equal to its initial value, the
initial injectivity gain is compensated by the intensive formation
damage; this formation damage takes over when the displace-
ment front is far away from the injection well and oil mobility
does not affect the well index anymore; fast injectivity decline
follows. All curves in Figure 6 show the impedance increase
after the moment t1, when the initial and current injectivities
are equal: J(t1) = 1.
Consider the situation where the model is fitted to the

injectivity data from the beginning of injection up to some
moment shortly after the stabilization time te. The obtained
parameters can be used for further behavior prediction of the
same well. The parameters can be also used for injectivity
prediction for new wells, completed in the same or similar
reservoir. The matched injectivity history can be also
implemented into numerical reservoir simulator for improved
reservoir characterization accounting for injectivity decline.
Different damage mechanisms can be responsible for

permeability impairment and subsequent injectivity decline.
The proposed analytical model cannot distinguish the
mechanism of injectivity decline due to formation damage
from well injectivity data. Further, additional evidence is
required to diagnosis the dominant mechanism during deep
bed filtration. Injectivity can also be impaired by fines lifting,
migration, and straining, by biological clogging, by sulphate
scaling, etc.6 The above processes are outside the scope of the
current paper. However, if the impedance curve of the well has
the type form discussed in section 6 (Figures 4, 6−9) and the
tuned values of formation damage and two-phase flow
parameters belong to the common intervals, it allows claiming
that the injectivity impairment occurs due to injection of water
with particles. This conclusion is important for decision making
on injected water treatment technology or on well stimulation.
If compared with the analytical model (eq 34), numerical

models simulate water injection into significantly more complex
reservoirs.43,44 However, the analytical model allows formulat-
ing the well-posed inverse problem for tuning of seven
parameters with further arbitrary choice of the remaining
constants. Inverse solution of ill-posed numerical problem is
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significantly more cumbersome and does not solve the problem
of uniqueness of the solution.
Significant injectivity damage is observed during injection of

CO2 and N2, foam injection,45−47 polymer flooding and some
other methods of enhanced recovery,9,30,48,49 cold water
injection into geothermal reservoirs,4,5 injection of fresh water
in unsaturated subterranean storages,1−3 etc. The above
processes are described by two-phase multicomponent axi-
symmetric flows and allow for self-similar solution similar to eq
A-2, Supporting Information.9,30 The splitting between the
effects of injected suspension and the effects of two-phase
multicomponent displacements (eqs 31−34) yields the
analytical model similar to that developed for waterflooding.
The splitting can be performed even if the waterflooding
solution is semianalytical, such as for water injection into
fractured-porous formations.50

The analytical model (eqs 8 and 34) can be also applied for
prediction of the stabilized external cake during drilling. Along
with the formulas for deep bed filtration and external filter cake
formation under two-phase displacement, the model (eq 34)
can be used for prediction of the drilling fluid invasion into the
formation, which is important for interpretation of electric
logging data.51,52

11. CONCLUSIONS

Derivation of the analytical model of oil displacement by
aqueous particle suspension and treatment of the field data
allows drawing the following conclusions:

• Two simultaneous mechanisms of the formation damage
due to particle capture and oil−water mobility variation
are competitive: deep bed filtration, external cake
formation, and its stabilization yield the decrease in
injectivity, while the displacement of high viscosity oil by
water (M > 1) results in well injectivity increase.

• The competition results in significantly nonmonotonic
impedance type curve: the impedance declines at the
beginning of injection; the moderate growth during deep
bed filtration follows; the intensive growth during
external filter cake formation occurs afterward; and
slow decline takes place after cake stabilization for M > 1.
For M < 1, the impedance keeps increasing monotoni-
cally after the stabilization.

• Introduction of the damaged zone radius, which has
order of magnitude of well radius and is significantly
smaller than the drainage radius, allows separating the
formation damage effect from that of the two-phase flow:
the effect of the retained particles captured outside the
damaged zone on well injectivity is negligible, while oil
saturation inside the damaged zone is almost equal to
residual oil saturation.

• The separation leads to the analytical model of deep bed
filtration, external cake formation, and its stabilization
during the displacement of oil by water.

• The impedance for two-phase damage-free displacement
allows for high accuracy approximation by three-
parametric power-law function.

• Consideration of varying oil−water mobility during the
displacement adds three degrees of freedom to the
impedance curve if compared with the four-parametric
single-phase injectivity decline model. Three additional
numbers can be used for improved reservoir character-

ization, determining the relative permeability, or
describing the permeability distribution.

• A good match of the field data by the mathematical
model as well as the obtained model constants that vary
in common intervals validates the developed analytical
model and the seven-parameter tuning procedure.
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■ NOMENCLATURE
b = power-law exponent
c0 = concentration of particles in the injected water, ppm
c = suspended particle concentration, ppm
C = dimensionless suspended particle concentration
f = fractional flow of water
Fd = drag force, MLT−2, N
Fe = electrostatic force, MLT−2, N
Fg = gravitational force, MLT−2, N
Fl = lifting force, MLT−2, N
Fp = permeate force, MLT−2, N
g(k) = permeability distribution function
h = reservoir thickness, L, m
hc = external cake thickness, L, m
hcr = critical (stabilized) external cake thickness, L, m
II = injectivity index, L4TM−1, m4 s kg−1

J = impedance
JBL = damage-free impedance
Jcr = critical (stabilized) well impedance
Jd = impedance due to formation damage
k = reservoir permeability, L2, m2

kc = external cake permeability, L2, m2

kro = oil phase relative permeability
krwor = oil phase relative permeability at initial water
saturation
krw = water phase relative permeability
krwor = water relative permeability at residual oil saturation
l = lever arm ratio
ld = lever arm for tangential forces, L, m
ln = lever arm for normal forces, L, m
M = mobility ratio
m = slope of impedance growth during deep bed filtration
mc = slope of impedance growth during cake formation
no = Corey power for oil phase
nw = Corey power for water phase
p = pressure, ML−1 T−2, Nm−2
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pw = wellbore pressure, ML−1 T−2, Nm−2

pres = reservoir pressure, ML−1 T−2, Nm−2

P = dimensionless pressure
q = water injection rate, L3 T−1, m3 s−1

rd = damaged zone radius, L, m
re = reservoir radius, L, m
rs = particle radius, L, m
rw = wellbore radius, L, m
s = water saturation
S = dimensionless retained particle concentration
sf = saturation of water front
sor = residual oil saturation
swi = initial water saturation
t = time, T, s
t0 = delay time (PVI)
tD = dimensionless time (PVI)
te = dimensionless stabilization time (PVI)
ttr = dimensionless transition time (PVI)
U = overall flux, LT−1, m s−1

uo = oil phase velocity, LT−1, m s−1

uw = water phase velocity, LT−1, m s−1

xd = dimensionless squared damaged zone radius
xD = dimensionless squared radius
xw = dimensionless squared well radius

Greek Letters
α = critical porosity fraction
β = formation damage coefficient
λ = filtration coefficient, L−1, m−1

λD = dimensionless filtration coefficient
μo = oil viscosity, ML−1T−1, kg m−1s−1

μw = water viscosity, ML−1T−1, kg m−1s−1

σ = retained particle concentration
ΔP = dimensionless pressure drop across the reservoir
Δp = pressure drop across the reservoir, ML−1T−2, Nm2−

Δρ = density difference between particle and water, ML−3,
kg m−3

ϕ = rock porosity
ϕc = cake porosity
ω = drag force coefficient
Λ = dimensionless total mobility

Abbreviations
PVI = pore volume injected

Subscripts
c = cake
cr = dritical
e = electric
g = gravity
l = lifting
o = oil
p = permeate
res = reservoir
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